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The case for and against greater diversity
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For Against

• Social and moral:
− Under-representation at senior / 

board level

− Inequality of pay

− Bias

• Social and moral:
− Discrimination issues

• Economic:
− Bigger talent pool

− Stronger culture?

− Improved performance

• Economic:
− Reduced individual motivation

− Reduced cohesion

− Slower decision making

− Dilution of corporate values?

− Doesn’t improve performance

Reframing the problem

Conventional

Objective: 
improve 
diversity

Benefit:
better 

organisational 
effectiveness

Reframed

Objective: 
improve 

organisational 
effectiveness

Outcome: 
greater 
diversity
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Collective intelligence

• The ability of a group to consistently perform well across a 
wide array of tasks.

• Groups, like individuals, have characteristic levels of 
intelligence, which can be used to predict the groups’ 
performance on future tasks.
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Source: Woolley, Chabris, Pentland, Hashmi & Malone, Science, 2010

Explanatory variables for team performance

• Not:

– Maximum intelligence of group members (weak predictor)

– Average intelligence of group members (weak predictor)

– Group satisfaction

– Team motivation

• But:

– Turn-taking / democracy of voice

– Social sensitivity

– Number of women in team
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Source: Woolley, Chabris, Pentland, Hashmi & Malone, Science, 2010

The elements of highly functioning teams
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Better 
teams

Right goals
• Clear, specific, 

challenging
• Balance means 

and ends

Right people
• Social perception
• Cognitive diversity

Good 
collaboration
• Equality of voice
• Integration

Conflicts: 
Biases

Dominance

Source: Anita Williams Woolley, 2015
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Cave diversitatem

• Applying diversity

– Process-focused teams: cohesion, standardisation critical

– Outcomes-focused teams: insight, innovation critical

• What type of diversity?

– Surface-level diversity: observable factors that lead to the formation of 
social categories

– Deep-level diversity: differences in perspectives, opinions, information, 
and values

– Cognitive styles: object-dominant, verbal dominant, spatial dominant
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Conclusions
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• There is a level of intelligence that resides within groups – the 
c-factor

• Cognitive diversity can enhance collective intelligence if 
managed carefully

• Conditions for CI to develop:

– Right mix of people 

– Clear and appropriate goals

– Active integration of team members

Limitations of reliance
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Limitations of reliance – Thinking Ahead Group 2.0
This document has been written by members of the Thinking Ahead Group 2.0. Their role is to identify and develop new investment thinking 
and opportunities not naturally covered under mainstream research. They seek to encourage new ways of seeing the investment 
environment in ways that add value to our clients. 

The contents of individual documents are therefore more likely to be the opinions of the respective authors rather than representing the 
formal view of the firm.  

Limitations of reliance – Willis Towers Watson
Willis Towers Watson has prepared this material for general information purposes only and it should not be considered a substitute for 
specific professional advice. In particular, its contents are not intended by Willis Towers Watson to be construed as the provision of 
investment, legal, accounting, tax or other professional advice or recommendations of any kind, or to form the basis of any decision to do or 
to refrain from doing anything. As such, this material should not be relied upon for investment or other financial decisions and no such 
decisions should be taken on the basis of its contents without seeking specific advice.

This material is based on information available to Willis Towers Watson at the date of this material and takes no account of subsequent 
developments after that date. In preparing this material we have relied upon data supplied to us by third parties. Whilst reasonable care has 
been taken to gauge the reliability of this data, we provide no guarantee as to the accuracy or completeness of this data and Willis Towers 
Watson and its affiliates and their respective directors, officers and employees accept no responsibility and will not be liable for any errors or 
misrepresentations in the data made by any third party.

This material may not be reproduced or distributed to any other party, whether in whole or in part, without Willis Towers Watson’s prior 
written permission, except as may be required by law. In the absence of our express written agreement to the contrary, Willis Towers Watson 
and its affiliates and their respective directors, officers and employees accept no responsibility and will not be liable for any consequences 
howsoever arising from any use of or reliance on this material or the opinions we have expressed. 
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